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Building Basics: Tube Talk

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-. 
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Tube Talk



"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so In aviation we throw versatile, and why are around cryptic numbers steel tube fuselages made and acronyms like they're Making sense of a popular construction material of the stuff?" baseballs in a fast game of We don't need to know "running bases." FortyH.G. FRAUTSCHY about how steel is proone thirty is one of the duced to answer these first numbers we hear as questions. That there are we begin to hang around two types of steel used in our fellow EAAers. So building aircraft will sufwhat does 4130 mean? It describes Like many numbers, 4130 is a fice. (If you're interested in learning the most common type of steel tub- "code" that speaks volumes about the details about the process, get a ing used in aircraft construction. steel's strength and "weldability." copy of the Aircraft Spruce & Spe4130.
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MIDDLE O] CARBON RANGE



Glossary Chrome molybdenum—also called chrome-moly—is a specific type of steel alloy commonly used in aircraft structures. Generally, it refers to 4130 steel, although other chrome-moly stock is available. Mild Steel—A standard general purpose low-carbon steel. Generally replaced by 4130 alloy steel in most applications.



cialty catalog. It has a complete description of the various types of steel manufacturing methods and the many different types of steel available.) One type is 1025, which is often called "mild steel." The other is 4130, which is commonly called chrome-moly, short for chrome-molybdenum. Mild steel doesn't have either of these alloying elements, and 4130 does the job better for most of our current aircraft applications.



Mild steel, 1025, is one of the "Standard Carbon Steels" produced. Mills can add a pretty broad range of other materials to the base steel to change its alloying effect, and that's where the numbers start telling their story. In 1025, the first two numbers (10) give the grade of the standard steel. In this case, "10" means nonresulphurized carbon steel. (There are three other grades of standard carbon steel.) The last two numbers (25) denote the midpoint of the steel's carbon range that, for 1025, is 0.22 to 0.28 percent. For "Standard Alloy Steels" like 4130, the first two numbers tell a different story. They denote the two specific alloy agents added to the steel—chromium (Cr) and molybdenum (Mo). C h r o m i u m gives the



steel added tensile strength, hardness, hardenability, roughness, resistance to wear and abrasion, and resistance to corrosion and scaling at elevated temperatures (read "during welding"). Molybdenum also increases the steel's strength, hardness, hardenability, and toughness, as well as creep resistance and strength at elevated temperatures. It also improves the steel's machinability and resistance to corrosion, and it intensifies the alloying effect of other elements. In hot work steel, it increases red-hardness properties. The last two numbers mean the same as they did for the mild steel—they denote the middle of the carbon range of the steel alloy. Because they are easy to weld, early aircraft structures used 1025



With Mattituck, this is just another day at the office.



Steel Standards



Like so many of the materials we use to build airplanes, steel used to build and repair certificated aircraft must meet certain specifications, which are usually first established by the military (hence Mil Spec, or Military Specification). For example, round 4130 steel tubing is produced to meet MIL-T-6736. (There are different specs for various tube and sheet cross sections.) That's good news for those of us who want to ensure the steel we're using in our homebuilts is equal to the job it will do. Aircraft steel tubing is no piece of ordinary galvanized conduit—the airplane's structural integrity and our lives depend on the quality of its production. Steelmaking has been a well-controlled process for more than 75 years, and many antique airplane airframes are just as airworthy today as they were when built in the late 1920s and '30s.



jur livelihood and lives are on the line every time we perform. Split-second timing doesn't allow for mistakes - mental for mechanical. Confidence in our Mattituck engines allows us



:> concentrate on our j o b . . . a precision performance." - Montaine Mallot & Daniel Heligan



You may not perform precision aerobatics in your job like the French Connection, but the performance of your aircraft engine is no less critical. The Red Gold engine line combines computer-aided technology and technical expertise to create an engine that is virtually better than new. you knew the Performance - How own the Engine



For information, call 1-800-624-6680



Mattituck is proud to sponsor the French Connection Air Show Team with premium Red Gold engines
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Resources To learn more about 4130 steel and welding, these resources were the references for this article. If they are available from EAA, the item number and price are in brackets. Call 800/843-3612 to order. The Art of Welding by Paul Poberezny and Wes Schmid. [F037864—$11.95}



SPORTPIM1C CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES



Sportplane Construction Techniques by Tony Bingelis [F01395—$24.95] Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices—Aircraft Inspection and Repair, FAA Advisory Circular 43.13 [F00191—$18.95]



A Bunder's



Handbook



Welders Handbook by Richard Finch [F12924—$17.95] High Performance Welding by Richard Finch



[F31557—$16.95] Aircraft Spruce & Specialty catalog. To order, call 1-800-824-1930 or www.aircraft-spruce.com Welding, from the EAA 'Building Your Own Airplane" video series F036687—$19.99 Internet: The Homebuilders Headquarters in the members-only section of the EAA website at www.eaa.org carries four articles on welding and tubing. EAA SportAir Workshops teach about tubing and welding. To learn when and where, call 800/967-5746 or visit its website at www.sportair.com.
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and its cousin, 1020. Mild steel is also pretty easy to bend and form, but its non-alloyed formula makes it more susceptible to corrosion, and it doesn't have the favorable wear characteristics present in 4130. It also has a slightly lower tensile strength, 80,000 psi, compared to 4130's 90,000 psi.



Steel Shapes & Sizes



4130 steel comes in a variety of shapes and sizes, and to make sure you're using the right size you have to look at several different measurements. For example, round 4130 is first classified by its outside diameter (OD), which is measured as a fraction of an inch such as 1/4. But 1/4-inch 4130 has six different wall thicknesses, which are measured in decimals such as 0.120 inch. The wall thickness determines the third tube measurement, inside diameter (ID), which is also measured in decimals. The greater the wall thickness, the stronger the tubing—and the heavier it is. When ordering tubing for a project or repair, make sure you select the correct stock based on all of the required measurements—outside diameter, wall thickness, and inside diameter. Your plans will give you the required specifications. Square 4130 is measured by two outside fractions, such as 3/8 x 3/8 or 3/4 x 1 1/2 (square tubing isn't always square), and its wall thickness in a decimal. Round (solid) bar 4130 goes by its outside diameter in fractions, and 4130 sheets are measured by decimal thickness and the sheet size in inches. 4130 also comes in a streamlined shape, and in addition to its decimal wall thickness it has a "major axis" and "minor axis," also measured in decimals. The easiest way to remember the difference between the two is to look at streamline tubing from the end, which looks something like a wing's airfoil. The



major axis is like a wing's chord, the measurement from the leading edge to the trailing edge. The minor axis is the shorter measurement from top to bottom.



Steel Uses



Look at the structural blueprints for many classic and older homebuilt airplanes, and you'll find 1025 used in appreciable quantity, even after 4130 was introduced. Why? 1025 steel tubing was quite adequate for the loads imposed on those parts, and was substantially cheaper than its higher-priced cousin, 4130. For instance, on the Aeronca Chief, 1025 is used in 26 percent of the fuselage structure. The venerable Piper Cub fuselage, with the exception of a few scattered pieces of 4130, is all 1020 mild steel. More often than not these days, repairs to structures partially built with 1025 mild steel use 4130 material of the same dimension. Why? Because 4130 is at least equal in every respect to 1025 and few people keep a stock of 1025 on hand. It's a matter of expediency. But, 1025 still works well for current airframe components—wing tip bows, for example—because it's easier to bend into the ever changing shape of a wing tip.



So what does 4130 mean? It describes the most common type of steel tubing used in aircraft construction.
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Welding



The most common way to connect pieces of steel into an aircraft structure is welding, and 4130 welds with relative ease. Once you learn and master the techniques, you can create the aircraft of your dreams within the confines of a home workshop. There are quite specific dos and don'ts when it comes to welding, and we can't possibly cover them all here, but there are plenty of resources with EAA publications that can help fill in the details. A few key points to remember are: • Avoid welding in drafty condi-



tions—uneven cooling can result in cracking and inferior welds. Even a slight breeze can be detrimental. • Use jigs whenever possible to maintain part alignment as components are welded. • Store your tubing in a dry location, and coat each piece with a thin film of oil to prevent corrosion. Never allow corroded material to be introduced in a weld—be certain to clean off both the oil and any corrosion before welding. • Paint the part as soon as is practical after finishing it—steel loves to rust! • Practice, practice, practice! Even if you've welded in the past, practice welding on similar-shaped pieces, i.e., tubing to tubing, or tabs to tube, etc., to get back up to speed. All skills get rusty with disuse, so brush up on your welding skills before committing your torch to the airframe. •
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